Situation maps play an important role in planning and decision making in emergency response centers. Important information such as operating units or hazards is usually shown on these maps. Arranging the huge amount of information can be challenging for operators, as this information should always be visible while not occluding important regions of the underlying geographic map. As large interactive whiteboards are increasingly replacing traditional analog maps, new ways to assist with arranging information can be provided. In this paper, we present a new approach for placing annotations automatically on top of a map. For finding the optimal placement, our metrics are based on geographic features, on the users' sketched input, and on the annotations geometry itself. Moreover, we also added additional features to minimize occlusions for multiple annotations. First results were highly promising and showed that our approach improves input performance while keeping an optimal view of the map.
INTRODUCTION
Operators at an emergency response center work in a stressful environment. They often need to coordinate rescue squads from different organizational units on varying levels of detail. Hence they facilitate large maps to depict the current situation. These so-called situation maps play an important role for planning and decision making. Such maps usually consist of the geographic map, superimposed by additional data (annotations), such as mission symbols, drawings, handwritten sketches, or geotagged photos coming from external devices. Even though emergency response centers often use large displays to visualize the current state of an operation, maps are mostly used in the traditional, analog way, because simple projected screens offer limited ways to interact with them. With the development of large interactive whiteboards (see Figure 1 ) this situation may change. Since direct interaction with whiteboards is possible, they have a high potential for supporting collaborative data analysis and decision-making [21, 23] . However, arranging mission symbols and annotations is still necessary, and requires a considerable amount of time. This becomes particularly evident as the number of required annotations increases.
In order to better understand how annotations are used and consequently in which way the placement could be automated, we conducted a background study. In three meetings at the police department of Linz (Austria) we held informal interviews with five officers experienced with working on situation maps. The results were collected in the form of notes by the interviewers. Additionally we observed their current usage of analog maps during a training session in which 10 participants (1 female) attended. The entire session Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. ITS '13 was recorded on video and the observers took notes. The observation was concluded with informal interviews. We identified the following different annotation types:
 Point annotations which provide additional information about target objects at certain points.  Geotagged photographs from external sources that support the operators to get a deeper understanding about certain locations.  Sketched information on the map which is mainly used by operators to highlight areas on the map by drawing strokes. Such areas could be used to designate zones with different access levels during a police operation.
The overlaid information helps operators get a better understanding about the current mission and is an important source to improve their situation awareness. Digital situation maps are capable of seamlessly integrating the rising amount of existing digital data. Since operators in emergency response centers are under extremely stressful circumstances, the design of a user-friendly digital situation map that minimizes visual clutter is highly important. This is especially critical with a high density of annotations on the map, and also with important information (e.g. an important intersection, an important building etc.). For example, Figure 2 depicts a typical scenario of a situation map. Not surprisingly, the huge amount of data results in a cluttered map that most operators have difficulties using to get an understanding of the big picture at a glance. Therefore, all data should be clearly visualized and annotations should not occlude information that might be highly relevant for operators.
In this paper, we mainly focus on how the operators are supported by using an automated annotation placement approach. It is highly important to provide a solution that offers a fluent and efficient interaction with annotations on the situation map. This is because the operators have to focus on the mission itself. Manually placing the labels is a time consuming task. Looking back to cartographic history, the label placement was very cumbersome for human cartographers and an intensive task that can take up to 50% of the total map production time [25] . This is a problem in a time-critical environment. Therefore, we explore a novel approach for optimal annotation placement based on analyzing the background data of the map. By identifying important and lessimportant regions, we find the optimal space, where the annotation labels should be placed first. The potential of this design has been explored by doing a first test with police officers using our setup extensively. To explain the context for this work we first present the related work. Next, we present both the interaction techniques as well as the implementation of our approach. Finally, we present the overall results and discuss them by providing an outlook for future work.
RELATED WORK
The automatic placement of labels is a well-known topic in cartographic research [9, 10, 3] . Our work focuses on automatic annotation placement on maps.
As depicted in Figure 1 , annotations consist of a placemark icon, the anchor point, and a label containing the textual or graphical content. Annotations often have a solid background which ensures they are readable regardless of the underlying background. Usually the content and placemark icon are connected using a so-called leader line.
Annotation placement
Previous research on automatic placement of annotation labels primarily focused on 2D diagrams and technical drawings as well as 3D content [18, 20] . As with static labels (see section below), the goal of these algorithms is to place labels in a way that results in the fewest number of disturbances as possible. In [13] the background of diagrams is considered for label placement. Two approaches were suggested to consider the shape of a diagram: an image-and a vector-based approach. Another approach -presented in [14] -considers depth information of 3D scenes in order to improve the quality of annotation placement. However, in all these works, the annotated content either had clear boundaries (there was "empty" background that could be used for annotation), or content occlusion was not considered at all.
In the past, the automatic placement of annotations on maps has not been studied deeply. A first approach in this area was proposed by Wu et al. [24] . In this work a computer vision algorithm was facilitated to place image annotations in the empty areas on a metro map. However, in comparison to topographic and satellite map data, metro maps show a very limited amount of data. Hence, annotations can be placed without any occlusion. Moreover, the vision-based approach only detects whether areas are occupied by map-data but it does not take into account the importance of specific map features. Pen and Touch ITS'13, October 6-9, 2013, St. Andrews, UK Our placement is done by using information from the openly available vector-based map database OpenStreetMap (OSM) 1 . We get the background information which contains meta-information about a huge collection of map features. Similar to Jones' [8] work on static map labeling, this meta-information can be used to classify the importance of certain areas on the map and therefore can influence annotation placement. It has been shown in recent research that OSM data is complete enough to be used for a variety of implementations: Kohtake et al. published a system for indoor and outdoor positioning relying on OSM data [12] . Traffic simulation worked well in a small-scale scenario by also using OSM data [26] .
In our scenario, annotations are placed dynamically. Therefore, every annotation will occlude certain content on the cartographed map. Moreover, the visual representation and aesthetics of static labels in a map differs from annotations on top of a map. Static labels are placed close to the corresponding feature on the map. The association between feature and text is usually done via proximity [2] rather than use leader lines [9] .
Map labeling
The concept of our idea has some similarities to the classical map labeling. Imhof [7] and Yoeli [25] summarized rules that are often used by human cartographers. Their goal was to automate the process of manual cartographing. According to Imhof [7] , the cartographic conventions done in 1960 specify three general kinds of labels to be placed:
 Point features describe point-like objects,  Line features are linear objects on a map. They are mostly used to depict different kind of roads, and  Area features have a bigger extent and can be described using polygons.
Traditionally, map labeling has to deal with all of these three problems. Point Feature Label Placement (PFLP) is a subset of this [4] . Our problem shares certain similarities with PFLP, because we have annotations around point-like objects.
Automatic label placement on static maps
The first rule-based algorithms used the conventions of the human cartographers. The placement for PFLP was mainly at fixed positions around the anchor point [25] .
The Greedy algorithm is based on heuristics to find an optimal solution. The algorithm is neither able to escape from local minima nor does it perform well using complicated data sets [4] . An alternative to the heuristic approaches are genetic algorithms. Many genetic algorithms claim to give good results [6, 1] . However, they need to be highly adapted for each problem domain.
1 www.openstreetmap.org
The approach we use in our case is based on simulated annealing [11] . It is a heuristic algorithm and very often used for label placement [3] . It uses the notation of temperature of solid materials from physical models [10] . Simulated annealing uses a declining temperature to escape from local minima [17] . The algorithm is inherently sequential and therefore slow for large problems [17] . But, in the case of map annotations, the label set is small compared to the number of labels in traditional cartography.
Summary
In this paper, we do not present a new map labeling algorithm for static maps. Instead, our approach places annotations on existing cartographed maps. This placement is done by extending existing quality measures based on data from OSM. Further, we introduce a new metric for map features. They are based on Van Dijks' formalized quality criteria [22] to measure the qualitative performance of label placement algorithms. So, we are able to consider important features of the underlying map such as roads or buildings. The implementation uses the commonly known simulated annealing approach.
INTERACTION TECHNIQUES

Simple interaction
In our application, operators can interact using an on-screen menu (cf. Figure 3 , top left). A placemark can be pinned on the map ( Figure 3 , top right). Text can then be written in the associated annotation field. When the operators have finished sketching ( Figure 3 , bottom), the annotation is automatically placed at an "optimal" position. Similarly, once the user edits an existing annotation, we again search for the optimal placement. Pen and Touch ITS'13, October 6-9, 2013, St. Andrews, UK
The operator can also draw directly onto the map. This, as opposed to the point-based annotations, is not meant for writing text, but to highlight buildings or areas on the map as shown in Figure 2 . Finally, icons (e.g. cars) can be placed on the map. They denote the current or future location of oper ational units, hazards or any other important item.
Zooming in/out
An automatic placement also happens during panning and zooming of the map. Zooming into a certain region on the situation map can become complicated since additional (important) information is getting further occluded as depicted in Figure 4 . At a lower zoom level, more annotations are visible on the map, thus making it more difficult to find the optimal placement. The system then re-arranges the annotations in order to keep an optimal visibility. Additionally, the user can still trigger the arrangement manually.
Automatic Annotation Placement
As mentioned before, all annotations that are super-imposed on top of the satellite view are arranged automatically. So, operators never have to think about optimal spaces, but can fully focus on the task. Even if they zoom-out, the arrangement will be done again to provide an optimal view. Figure 6 depicts the main components of our annotation placement approach. We use different input data for finding the best place. This set of data, according to Christensen et al. [4] , has been called search space.
IMPLEMENTATION
In our algorithm, the search space is generated from three data sources: low-level map features, user-sketched content on the map, and the annotation geometry. For the searching process, we pick randomly chosen positions for each geometry which we call "candidates". Next, the candidate's position and arrangement are rated. Therefore, we calculate different metrics, such as map features rating, distance rating, anchor-annotation overlapping rating, annotation overlapping rating, and leader line crossing rating. These individual values are aggregated (different rating values and multiple annotations' values into one value), weighted (multiplied with a constant), and combined, resulting in a float value. This is done with the so-called quality function. If a candidate's rating is better than all previous ones, the candidate is temporarily stored. For the next step in the loop, we calculate the next new candidate position and repeat the process for a fixed amount of iterations (currently we do so 1000×). At the end the candidate with the best rating is used to place the annotation on the map.
In our approach, we consider all visible annotations -thus, we neither try to close them nor resize them. Currently, such annotation changes are devolved to the user. This lets us focus on the placement algorithm.
Map Features
In our case, we combined the satellite/hybrid map with a layer that comes from OpenStreetMap (OSM). Pen and Touch ITS'13, October 6-9, 2013, St. Andrews, UK
Having the possibility to access the OSM data provides a huge advantage over the image processing approach as used in [19] . With the OSM data, we reliably know where map features, such as roads or buildings, are located. Furthermore, the OSM data includes detailed information on the maps content and metadata such as the type of a road or the usage of a certain house. Figure 5 (left) shows a map excerpt rendered from OSM.
Starting from the OSM data, we then implemented a simplified renderer that only highlights all line and area features, as depicted in Figure 5 (right). Once we know where specific streets, buildings or areas are located, we weight them. We used the metadata in terms of a key-value string stored along with the line and area features. For our map features, we used these key-value pairs that are provided by the OSM community to categorize data 2 , e.g. building-hotel, building-hospital, highway-motorway. The primary map feature includes different kinds of roads. They vary from busy highways to small footpaths with many subdivisions in between. In our current implementation, we distinguish 11 different map features ranging from buildings, roads, to military areas.
Weighting map features
The weighting is done according to the importance of an object. For example, main streets, and especially intersections are given more weight than to smaller roads. Thus, they should not be occluded by annotations.
The weights we used for the line and area features are based on interviews taken during the background study and user feedback sessions. They are partly influenced by taginfo 3 , which shows the overall usage of all keys and values in OSM. Additionally the weights have been tweaked by feedback acquired from emergency room operators. We found that natural physical land features (e.g. forests, nature reserves, parks, lakes, or rivers) should have a very low weight (meaning that these objects could be occluded by annotations). Moreover buildings, consuming 44.71% of all area/line elements, should not be occluded so often. Very important objects (e.g. military/hospital) get a very high importance on the map, although they are not often used based on taginfo (with less than 0.1% of all area features they are rarely used). However, this weighting can differ between different units of the police and depends also on the case. Usually larger roads are more important than smaller ones, but special units operating on a building-scale, are more interested in accessing roads. So, waterways are not important, unless divers are on duty. Furthermore, police officers suggested that the size of a map feature covered is not much relevant for its weight, but the number of objects occluded should be minimized. However, given the fact that bigger objects in OSM are often decomposed into smaller ones, the object size is indirectly considered. Moreover, a simple check for geometry intersection is faster than computing the 2 http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Map_Features exact area of intersection and can be easily applied to both area and line features. Figure 7 depicts a gray-shaded version of both the line and area features based on the weight. Dark-gray areas highlight regions that are considered more important than others. The river, for example, is lighter gray-shaded than the rest of the map, resulting that the river might be a good candidate to be occluded by annotations.
User-sketched content
As mentioned before and derived from the requirements, users can sketch directly on the satellite view and highlight very important regions (see Figure 8) . Generally, these regions are highly relevant and therefore they should never be occluded by any annotations. Hence, they can have a strong influence on the placement algorithm.
Annotation geometry
The final input for defining the search space is the annotation geometry itself, which consists of the anchor shape, the annotation's content, and a line between the content and the anchor (see Figure 10) , the leader line. The geometry has to be considered due to the fact that we primarily want to arrange the annotations, and moreover we have to avoid occlusions Pen and Touch ITS'13, October 6-9, 2013, St. Andrews, UK of multiple annotations, as well as keep a short distance between the anchor and the annotation's content.
Generating the search space
According to Christensen et al. [4] , an element of the search space is a function from line/area features to label positions, which they call labeling. The set of potential label positions for each of these features characterizes the search space [4] . We use different attributes of the objects on the map and information about the current screen for defining the optimal search space. Figure 9 depicts a simple example with different buildings and areas. The yellow box in the middle depicts the potential place of an annotation. The question now is, whether the location of the annotation is already good or if there is a better place for it. For defining the quality of the current location, we used different attributes (as they have been described previously).
Annotation candidate positions
The current approach is based on a simulated annealing as presented in [11] . It can be seen as a mid-range performing algorithm with a general and easy to implement approach [3] .
A new candidate position is generated randomly, close to the current best annotation position and within the current screen. As with the simulated annealing algorithm, the new positions get closer to the current best position with the increasing number of iterations. Our approach tries to cover the whole search space since we do not want to privilege certain metrics. This allows us to examine them individually.
Metrics
Metrics are an important way to define the overall quality function. Basically, in each metric we look at a specific aspect of an arrangement and return a value in the interval [0, 1], 0 (bad) to 1 (good). The concept is similar to the one presented by Van Dijk [22] . However, we had to define our own in order to consider textual point annotations and map features from OSM. In our implementation, we used the following independent metrics to compare the quality of an annotation's position.
Map features rating
In the example of Figure 9 , the annotation overlaps three objects: a building, a dock area, and a lake. Therefore, we determine the weights of the overlapped area/line features, which will then be summed up afterwards. In our example, the sum would be 6 (= 1+3+2). The normalized value of this metric is finally calculated using the maximum and minimum encountered value of the current viewport.
User-sketched content rating
User-sketched content is treated as other map features, just with higher weights (since they are highly relevant and therefore they should not be occluded by an annotation). Another difference is that we always take the convex hull of the strokes, since users tend to draw open polygons.
Annotation geometry rating
As mentioned before, the annotation itself also has a strong influence of where to place the annotation. On the one hand, the annotation should be placed close to the anchor (the users' input), on the other hand, it should not occlude parts of the anchor. Therefore, we introduced two additional ratings, the distance rating and the anchor-annotation overlapping rating.
Distance rating: An important metric is the distance of the annotation's content box to the anchor point (see Figure 10) . Obviously, this distance should not be too long. Again, this value is normalized. A value of 1 (good) means the box touches the anchor point, 0 (bad) means the Euclidean distance is greater than 75% of the viewport height, and a fraction is used for values in between. The fraction was used to ensure resolution independency.
Anchor-annotation overlapping rating:
While it is good to keep the annotation close to its anchor point, it should not overlap it. Figure 11 shows an example, where one quarter of the anchor area is covered by the annotation. Therefore, Pen and Touch ITS'13, October 6-9, 2013, St. Andrews, UK
we introduced an additional metric, the anchor-annotation overlapping rating, where we look at the area of intersection between the anchor and the annotation, calculated as follows:
−
area of anchor-annotation intersection area of anchor .
Metrics for multiple annotations
The previous metrics are used to describe certain attributes, which apply when only one annotation is placed on the map. However, more problems arise once multiple annotations have to be placed simultaneously (see Figure 12) . We therefore introduce additional metrics to solve these problems.
Annotation overlapping rating
The biggest challenge with multiple annotations is the overlap between each of them. The overlap not only happens between different annotations, but also if one of the annotations occludes one of the anchors of another one. In a first version we implemented a metric based on the ratio between intersecting area and the annotation size, resulting in too many overlaps that occurred. In the current version, the size of the intersecting area is not considered anymore; every overlap is rated with the lowest value of 0. Finally, the mean for an annotation overlapping, or not overlapping others, is taken. In the example depicted in Figure 12 (left) the rating would be 0, since every annotation overlaps another.
Leader line crossing rating
Leader lines should not cross each other as depicted in Figure  12 (right). If a line intersects another line, it gets the rating 0; 1 otherwise. If more than two annotations are on the map, we simply take the mean for all other lines.
Aggregation
Each of the metrics, as presented before, should return one single float value for a current arrangement of annotations on the map. We know, for example, how the distance rating is calculated for one annotation. But we might have more than one annotation on the map, for example 10. Therefore, we need to aggregate 10 distance ratings to get one single value. In this case, we simply take the mean of all values.
Some metrics like the distance rating have, however, a high importance. Assume a scenario where there are ten annotations in total, where eight annotations have a distance rating of 1 (meaning that they touch their anchors) and two are far away from the anchor (distance rating of 0). An arithmetic mean would result in 0.8. As we want to give outliers a higher weight, we are using the power mean. For distance, annotation overlapping and leader line crossing ratings the power mean is used, for the other features, we use the arithmetic mean.
Quality function
The objective function as described in [4] is also referred to as quality [22, 7] . It puts all values for each metric together. The overall quality function can be defined as:
, where all n individual metric values m i are taken and multiplied by additional weights w i , which we measured empirically (during our observation study with the police officers). These weights define the influence of each of the metrics for the final quality.
Iterations
The goal, to find a better arrangement, is done by maximizing the overall quality value. The main loop of the search algorithm consists of generating a new candidate at a random position, rating the new annotation arrangement and combining it with the previous state. After each iteration we only accept a new candidate if the quality value is higher than the previous ones. The search loop is repeated for a fixed number of times, making a tradeoff between the quality of a found solution and its runtime. The goal is to find an adequate solution within a short amount of time.
Temporal cohesion
The placement algorithm cannot just be triggered by the creation of new annotations, but also by changes of the map. In the case where the user zooms in or out the map, we perform an arrangement of all annotations when the user action is finished. To ensure temporal cohesion, the current position of an annotation is used as the first candidate and is also given a higher weight. Moreover, all annotations are animated towards their new position. On the contrary, annotations will remain untouched when the map is panned. In that case they will occlude exactly the same area on the underlying map as before. Hence a re-arrangement is unnecessary.
RESULTS
All the tests in this section have been done using the following weights w i : 0.2 (map features rating), 0.1 (distance rating), 0.1 (anchor-annotation overlapping rating), 0.1 (usersketched content rating), 0.5 (annotation overlapping rating), 0.4 (leader line crossing rating). They have been adapted according to user feedback. Distance and usersketched content are more important than map features. But since the distribution of values for map features is mainly in the center, the weight value is higher. Overlappings and leader line crossings are perceived as very bad by the users, giving them higher weights. Pen and Touch ITS'13, October 6-9, 2013, St. Andrews, UK
The annotations in Figure 13 are neither placed on top of street crosses, nor on the main road. Instead, they are placed close to the waterway thanks to the quality function. Figure  15 (left) depicts an extreme case, where 17 annotations are positioned in a very small area. However, they do not occlude the main road.
Our approach is based on a composition of different weights, which obviously influences the results. Annotations are preferably placed on natural map features (e.g. waterways). Once a user-sketched drawing is made, the annotation gets placed along the outside, cf. Figure 14 .
On the other hand, the quality of annotation placement gets exceedingly worse, if important weights are ignored. Figure  12 depicts two different scenarios. On the left side, the overlapping has been allowed, resulting in too many annotations located on the same place. Figure 12 (right), shows a scenario, where the crossing of the leader lines is allowed. Again, for the operator, the result is difficult to interpret.
As discussed before, zooming can lead to annotations covering important map features. Figure 16 shows how annotations are arranged differently before (left) and after (right) zooming out of the map. Again, the main roads are not occluded. Zooming-in results in a more detailed map. Therefore, we can easily re-calculate optimal positions for the annotations.
DISCUSSION
During our first tests with the police officers, we noticed that the constant subtle re-arrangement of annotations while interacting with the map (e.g. while zooming) does not influence them negatively. Although we have not done a formal user study, we noticed that in general, the operators appreciated our approach. The comparison was drawn between a setup where the database, thus the placement algorithm, was not available. It led to occlusion of important map features and other important content after creating just few annotations. Moreover, the operator liked not having to wait longer than one second for the optimal placement to be found. Annotation placement in urban areas is tricky, because all the map features are somehow important. As shown in Figure 17 features like roads and the highway are not occluded.
A considerable amount of research has been done recently to analyze the quality of OSM data compared to commercial databases. It was found that for example OSM in Ireland does not perform worse than Google or Bing Maps [5] . A comprehensive analysis of the data in Germany states that OSM provides 27% more data than TomTom's commercial dataset with respect to road data [16] . Since our approach makes intensive use of geographic features, a complete data set is more than welcome. We also observed less information provided for European rural areas. However, this just partially affects the outcomes of the weight function. On one hand, we do not just use map data as input, but we also consider overlapping between annotations and sketched user content. On the other hand, line features representing roads are often gathered, which are of great importance for weighting. Thus, despite partly incomplete datasets, an acceptable result can still be achieved. We also observed that the text labels from the underlying map are still mostly readable. Current map providers like Google/Bing usually place the names (e.g. road names) directly on top of map features. Therefore, if we tend not to occlude roads, we also do not occlude the corresponding names.
Performance
One of challenges was the huge amount of OSM data we had to deal with. We use the object-relational database management system PostgreSQL for handling the OSM data, since Pen and Touch ITS'13, October 6-9, 2013, St. Andrews, UK geographical queries are supported and backed by spatial indexes. The table structure uses the pgsnapshot scheme for storage and is optimized for analysis. It stores all metadata (e.g. type of area (building, public place), elevation, name, purpose, …) and corresponding bounding boxes as additional columns, which improves the performance while querying map data. Nevertheless, using an excerpt of a single country (e.g. UK) keeps the database size around 30GB. This means that retrieving geographical features from the database takes around 100 to 200ms on a PC with a HDD and 12GB RAM. If the zoom level was quite low (country or region wide), queries could take up to a few seconds. Thus, users might perceive the system as being not that reactive. We increased the performance by querying the database before actually arranging the annotations. When the operator, for example, sketches a new annotation, the database query is already triggered after the placemark has been pinned.
In addition, we implemented a kind of Level Of Detail (LOD) approach to improve the performance. Figure 16 depicts a scenario, where the operator is zooming in, resulting in a more detailed resolution of the building. While on the first zoom level (Figure 16 , left) only the whole block of the building has been taken as a map feature, more buildings and streets within the block of the building are taken if the operator is zooming in (Figure 16 , middle, right). We noticed that this approach still provides good results. In contrast, small details which cannot be seen anyway do not negatively influence the quality function. In some rare cases, however, roads in OSM are split into segments. Thus, when small segments are excluded from the search space they can result in roads with gaps.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a new approach for placing annotations automatically on a geographic map when using an interactive whiteboard in an emergency response scenario. For finding the optimal placement, our metrics were based on geographic features, on the users' sketched input, and on the annotation's geometry itself. Moreover, we also added additional features to avoid occlusions while using multiple annotations. First results were highly promising and even on non-rural areas the automatic placement performs well.
In this work we focused mainly on the placement algorithm. We did not alter existing annotations by scaling or closing them (since the police officers requested to visualize all annotations all the time), although this might be an interesting extension for the future. Extracting content of handwritten text using OCR could reduce their size further and give better results since less area gets covered on the map. Similarly, it's the user's task to close the annotations if too many of them are in the current screen. Otherwise overlapping and occlusion of important map features are more likely to occur.
The weights of the quality function are sensitive components in our current system. A formal investigation on the influence of individual ratings on the overall result would be useful. A good trade-off between map features and the distance rating is currently unknown, although we favor the first. Moreover user hints could be considered. Do Nascimento gave examples for how this could look like [15] : users can customize the positions of some annotations after the automatic placement; thus, that could influence the weights of the quality function.
Additionally, the weighting of the features could vary, depending on the user's input. Currently, our approach avoids occluding roads and favors natural areas instead. It has some significance if the operator places an annotation directly on some grassland. In this case, the algorithm could change the weights accordingly and give natural areas a higher priority. At the moment, this is solved using sketched drawings on the map. However it is possible that the operator could place an annotation with a lower degree of precision than is expected; Pen and Touch ITS'13, October 6-9, 2013, St. Andrews, UK
hitting a road at a lower zoom level could be tricky. The system should therefore account for such inaccuracy to ensure high quality annotation placement.
